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ATHLETES QUESTIONNAIRE 
(Event Classification System) 

 
SCHEDULE 

 

Did the show run according to the Schedule? YES NO 

 
COURSE 

 

Quality of course design and obstacles Poor Fair Good Excellent 

 
PRIZE MONEY 

 

Prize money in proportion to number of starters Poor Fair Good Excellent 

 
AMENITIES PROVIDED FOR RIDERS AT EVENTS 

 

2 meals daily / equivalent meal vouchers provided YES NO 

Separate rider's stand with sufficient seating YES NO 

Rider's stand next to main arena in-gate YES NO 

Rider’s stand covered YES / Indoor Event NO 

Rider's stand with food and beverages YES NO 

 
ACCOMMODATION & ACCESS TO VENUE 

 

Was your hotel room 'fully paid by the organiser' OR 'provided at a 
discounted rate' OR 'no contribution was provided by the organiser' 

Fully paid Discounted rate None provided 

Access from the hotel to the venue Walking distance 
Easily managed 

with shuttles 
Difficult 

 
FACILITIES 

 

Convenient location Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Hours of operation Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Level of customer service provided (friendly & helpful attitude) Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Was there sufficient space and time for working/exercising the horses  

in relation to the competition schedule  

(in a separate area or warm-up arena) 

Poor Fair Good Excellent 

 

Did the Horse Inspection happen properly (location, procedure, etc.?) YES NO 

 

 
 

Please see Page 2 for questions concerning feedback on Footing 

Comments, if any, on aspects such as timetable, number of competitions, horse inspection, stabling, grooms’ facilities, etc. 
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ATHLETES QUESTIONNAIRE 
(Event Classification System) 

ASPECTS CONCERNING PATHS FROM STABLES TO ARENAS, TRANSIT AREAS, ETC. 

Safe 
Poor Excellent 

Level surface (for e.g. no stones, no holes/depressions in the 

surface, etc.) 
Poor Excellent 

Firm 
Poor Excellent 

Sufficiently wide 
Poor Excellent 

Not slippery 
Poor Excellent 

MAIN and PRACTICE ARENA FOOTING 

MAIN ARENA 

Your general opinion on the overall quality of the footing Poor Excellent 

OPTIONAL questions about MAIN ARENA footing properties 

Impact firmness: How firm was the surface upon impact of horse 

landing 

Too soft Too hard 

Cushioning: How much shock was absorbed by the footing upon 

landing 

Too deep Too 

compact

Responsiveness: How springy did the surface feel 
Not 

responsive 
Extra 

active 

Grip: How much did the footing hold upon landing, turning, and at 

take-off 

Slippery Too high 

grip 

Uniformity: Was the footing the same in the entire arena 
Variable Uniform 

Did it remain the same during the duration of the competition 
Changed a 

lot

No change 

PRACTICE ARENA 

Your general opinion on the overall quality of the footing Poor Excellent 

OPTIONAL questions about PRACTICE ARENA footing properties

Impact firmness: How firm was the surface upon impact of horse 

landing 

Too soft Too hard 

Cushioning: How much shock was absorbed by the footing upon 

landing 

Too deep Too 
compact

Responsiveness: How springy did the surface feel 
Not 

responsive 
Extra 

active 

Grip: How much did the footing hold upon landing, turning, and at 

take-off 

Slippery Too high 

grip 

Uniformity: Was the footing the same in the entire arena 
Variable Uniform 

Did it remain the same during the duration of the competition 
Changed a 

lot

No change 

Thank you very much for your time and feedback! 

Any other comments 


